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V

Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning
Nyckelord:

Skärgeometri; Skärkraft; Inträde; Acceleration

Kärnan i skärprocessen är en plastisk deformation som uppstår i arbetsmaterialet
och spånan. Denna ger upphov till en energikrävande process där faktorer som
avverkningshastighet, ytfinhet, livslängd och tillförlitlighet är väsentliga. Utifrån
detta perspektiv är det betydelsefullt att kunna välja de skärverktyg och skärdata
som ger bäst resultat med avseende på ovannämnda faktorer. Skärkrafter och
vibrationer är två sammankopplade parametrar som har signifikant inverkan på
produktiviteten.
Beroende på arbetsmaterialet, strukturella egenskaper hos skärverktyget, maskin
och skäreggsgeometri samt skärdata i intermittent bearbetning uppstår det tre
huvudtyper av vibrationer som samverkar. Snabba inträden och utgångar som ger
upphov till höga stötar och verkar under förhålladesvis kort tidsperiod orsakar
transienta vibrationer. Detta upprepas mestadels periodiskt i intermittent
bearbetning vilket orsakar påtvingade vibrationer där skärkrafter, varvtal, antal
skär och arbetsstyckes geometri är viktiga parametrar. Förutom dessa finns det
självinducerande vibrationer som karakteriseras som stabilitets problem. För att
denna typ av vibrationer skall uppstå krävs det att processinstabiliteten är högre
än skärverktygets stabilitet.
Förskningstudien är främst baserad på experimentellt utfört arbete åtföljt av
modellering och teoretisk analys av insamlade data. Inverkan av skärgeometrin
vid snabba inträden och analys av skärkraftsuppbyggnaden är modellerade och
undersökta vid intermittent svarvning. Skärgeometrins roll för skärkraftens
storlek och dess uppbyggnad i tid är undersökt. Tydliga samband mellan
skärgeometri och kraftuppbyggnaden har kunnat påvisas. Därefter har inverkan
av det radiella skärdjupet studerats i en planfräsnings applikation där den kritiska
ingreppsvinkel har analyserats genom uppmättning av accelerationen hos
arbetsstycket. Den kritiska ingreppsvinkeln är en följd av radiellt ingrepp,
verktygsgeometri och valda skärdata som kan ge upphov till extremt snabba
inträden av skäreggen i arbetsstycket, vilket resulterar i höga skärkrafter och
exiteringar av stora frekvensband hos arbetsstycket, maskin och verktyg.
Erhållna förskningresultat är värdefulla
produktutveckling av skärverktyg.
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Cutting forces and vibrations are essential parameters in the assessment of a
cutting process. As the energy consumption in the machining process is directly
affected by the magnitude of the cutting forces it is of vital importance to design
cutting edges and select process conditions that will maintain high tool
performance through reduced energy consumption. The vibrations are often the
cause of poor results in terms of accuracy, low reliability due to sudden failures
and bad environmental conditions caused by noise.
The goal of this work is to find out how the cutting edge and cutting conditions
affect the entry conditions of the machining operation. This is done utilizing
experimental methods and appropriate theoretical approaches applied to the
cutting forces and vibrations.
The research was carried out through three main studies beginning with a force
build-up analysis of the cutting edge entry into the workpiece in intermittent
turning. This was followed by a second study, concentrated on modelling of the
entry phase which has been explored through experiments and theory developed
in the first study. The third part was focused on the influence of the radial depth
of cut upon the entry of cutting edge into the workpiece in a face milling
application. The methodology for the identification of unfavourable cutting
conditions is also explained herein.
Important insights into the force build-up process help addressing the correlation
between the cutting geometries and the rise time of the cutting force. The
influence of the nose radius for a given cutting tool and workpiece configuration
during the initial entry is revealed. The critical angle i.e. the position of the face
milling cutter that results in unfavourable entry conditions has been explained
emphasizing the importance of the selection of cutting conditions. Finally, the
theoretical methods utilized for the evaluation of the role of cutting edge
geometry within entry phase dynamics has been explored. This has revealed the
trends that are of interest for selection of cutting conditions and cutting edge
design.
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I.

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTERS

1 Introduction
The manufacturing industry has undergone tremendous development during last
decades towards higher productivity, lower energy consumption in all segments,
greater quality of the machined parts and continuous cost reduction. This
development has put demands on all stakeholders that take part in the machining
process. The tool producer is supposed to deliver reliable and efficient solutions
with continuous improvements while the end user must be able to apply existing
machining strategies as well as develop new ones to increase efficiency. Likewise,
the producer of CNC machines has to contribute with satisfactory performance
in terms of, for example precision, stability and monitoring.
Low energy consumption in the machining process, reduction of waste and scrap
both for cutting tools and workpieces, environmental issues, such as noise
reduction and minimizing the use of environmentally unfriendly coolant fluids
have become important aspects in relation to the machining process. At the same
time, with the onset of more complex shapes of machined parts, in particular
workpiece materials with low machinability, it is often extremely challenging to
meet all the requirements.
In order to fully understand and model the cutting process, it is necessary to
incorporate a number of different scientific disciplines i.e. mechanics of cutting,
structural dynamics, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, tribology, metallurgy and
chemistry. Consequently, the physics of cutting processes contains a strong
multidisciplinary characteristic where interaction between different parameters
has extensive effect on the final results.
In the case of intermittent machining, there is a strong correlation between the
cutting forces and vibration magnitudes on the one hand, and productivity and
accuracy of machining results on the other. In addition to that, the energy
consumption is directly dependent on the cutting forces while the source of high
noise level in the machining shop can often be attributed to the high vibrations
in CNC machines. Furthermore, the stability against self-excited vibrations is
dependent on the work piece material, cutting tool geometry, structural properties
of the tool and work piece and has a direct impact on the material removal rate.
In the efforts to constantly improve the efficiency of machining, there is a
pressure to cut faster which often causes the mechanical and thermal loads to
approach the limits of what the cutting edge is designed to withstand. At the same
1
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time, it is of vital importance to achieve high reliability in machining. Nowadays,
the reliability of the cutting process is an indisputable requirement both in terms
of wear prediction i.e. the type of the wear and the tool life. The reproducibility
of the machining results is an important variable for a successful production
planning.
Although, great improvements have been made, it can still be challenging to get
a satisfactory performance in terms of efficiency and reliability, especially in
intermittent cutting. Contrary to the continuous cutting where it is easier to
achieve a predictable process, the intermittency in machining is accompanied with
high levels of stress in the entries and exits of the cutting edge which sometimes
give rise to unreliable wear propagation and sudden failure of the cutting edge.
Additionally, other essential characteristics of cutting become even more
important under tough cutting conditions, i.e. successful evacuation of the chip,
reduction of build-up edge and high fatigue strength, not only of the cutting edge
but all parts in the cutting tool. If any of these features does not function
satisfactory the reliability of the cutting process will be jeopardized.
The complexity of the intermittent cutting is even further reinforced by a strong
tendency for large transients of cutting forces and vibrations. The large fluctuation
of the cutting force under engagement might lead to the initial crack propagation
and minor chipping that undergoes rapid crack growth in the entry and exit phase.
Other drawbacks are poor surface finish as a consequence of high vibrations, and
high noise level in the machine shop.
Design of the cutting edge becomes extremely important in the efforts to reach
high efficiency and reliability in the machining process. There is a strong
correlation between the geometrical features of the cutting edge geometry, i.e. rake
angle, protection chamfer, edge radius and the magnitudes of the cutting forces
and vibrations. The interaction between these features will play a decisive role in
the attempt to find the optimal cutting geometry.
In reality, the choice of the cutting geometry is followed by a selection of cutting
conditions. That is often crucial in order to reach successful, efficient and reliable
machining as the cutting conditions have direct impact, not only on material
removal rate, surface finish and energy consumption but also on the loads and
dynamics that cutting tools are subjected to.
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1.1 Scope and aim of the study
The scope of this work is to study the influence of cutting edge geometries and
cutting conditions on cutting forces and dynamics in the entry phase. The research
is based on both experimental work and modelling. Experimental results are
evaluated by geometrical analysis of the chip load area, signal processing
techniques and in the case of intermittent turning, by a dynamic response model
that has been created.
The main aim of the study is to find out the effects of the cutting edge and cutting
conditions on the entry phase. This is done utilizing experimental methods and
appropriate theoretical approaches applied to the cutting forces and vibrations.
It is also of interest to establish a modelling methodology that is able to capture
significant parameters to evaluate cutting edge geometries and cutting conditions.
The intended outcome of the research is to contribute to a deeper understanding
of the interactions between entry phase dynamics and cutting edge geometry and
for it to be used for cutting edge design and selection of cutting conditions.

1.2 Limitations
The experimental work has been conducted using two different steels as
workpiece materials, AISI 1045 and AISI 4140 which are both characterized as P
materials in ISO material classification. In this sense, the influence of different
workpiece materials has not been investigated in this work. Experiments have
been carried out on the described machine tools with specific workpiece
configurations. Results of the experimental work are therefore dependent on
structural properties of the machine-tool-workpiece set up. The number of
experiments and cutting conditions has been chosen in order to incorporate
important parameters. However, this number is limited due to practical reasons.
The utilization of the measurement equipment also comes with certain limits
which are discussed in the research study.
The modelling technique presented in this thesis is limited to the lumped masses
while the estimation of the structural parameters, i.e. stiffness and damping in the
model of intermittent turning is a considerable approximation of the real case.
The impact of the cutting edge and growth of the contact area between cutting
insert and workpiece is modelled by the Johnson-Cook material model neglecting
thermal effects. The maximum tool penetration is limited to the full contact on
chip load area plus 2% of the total movement and does not account for the cutting
process itself where the formation of chip and shear planes occur. Finally, the
cutting insert is considered as a rigid body.

3
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1.3 Research questions
The overarching research encompass the entry phase, the effects of cutting edge
geometry and the cutting conditions on cutting forces and the dynamics of the
entry phase through the following specific research questions:
1. How does the force build-up process depend on the cutting edge
geometry in intermittent cutting?
2. Does the model of dynamic response capture the trend obtained by
the force measurements?
3. How is the entry affected by radial depth of cut in a given face
milling operation?
4. Does root mean square, RMS of acceleration capture the critical
engagement angle, i.e. critical entry conditions in face milling
application?

1.4 Research approach
The general approach in all parts of the research conducted in this study is the
experimental work and sampling of experimental data followed by
complementary theoretical investigations, including modelling and signal
processing.
The research work can be divided into three main areas. Firstly, the strong impact
of the entry phase and force build-up process during entry in relation to the
cutting edge geometry and cutting conditions in intermittent turning. The driving
mechanism of the dynamic process in cutting starts at the entry phase generating
impact forces, often during short period of time. It is of high importance to
explore and understand the role of the cutting edge geometry and cutting
conditions in the entry phase.
Secondly, an attempt to quantify the influence of cutting edge geometry on the
dynamic response of a cutting tool is made. A technique involving impact force
modelling by FE methods followed by modelling of dynamics of the entry phase
is presented and to certain extent evaluated in relation to the experimentally
obtained results.
Thirdly, the influence of cutting conditions is evaluated, analysing the effect of
radial depth of cut on vibrations in a face milling application. The geometrical
characteristics of the milling tool, workpiece and radial depth of cut interact,

4
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having significant effect on the entry phase. It is of interest to examine this
interaction and develop a methodology to quantify it.
Furthermore, the cutting edge geometry effects have been studied. A comparative
study of different cutting geometries within the experimental environment,
accompanied by analytical work and modelling of the experimental results gives
novel and valuable insights into the interaction between cutting edge geometry
and cutting conditions in the entry phase.
1 Entry phase

2 Process condition
Critical angle
Entry
Cutting geometries
Experiments
Signal processing
Modelling

3 Edge geometries
Experiments
Cutting forces
Modelling
Acceleration, RMS

RESULTS

Cutting edge
geometries
Cutting conditions
Experiments
Modelling
Force measurements

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the research

1.5 Thesis outline
The thesis consists of four main sections:
Section I introduces the research study and defines the framework of the variables
utilized in the analysis of the cutting process. The motivation for the research in
each topic is explained, emphasizing the importance of the entry phase, cutting
conditions and cutting edge geometry for successful machining results. The
research questions and approaches are defined, which highlight the goals of the
conducted work. The state of the art regarding cutting mechanics and machining
dynamics are presented. Selected theoretical aspects that are discussed and utilized
in the investigation work are outlined therein.
Section II is devoted to the investigation chapters. Analysis of the influence of
the cutting edge geometry on the force build-up process is presented. The
geometrical model of the entry situation in intermittent turning is created,
addressing important aspects of load generation during the entry phase.
Moreover, the influence of the cutting edge features and cutting conditions is
studied.
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A modelling technique of the entry phase in intermittent turning is established.
Modelling results are analysed and are, as far as possible, also compared to the
experimental results. The captured trends are explained.
Cutting conditions and their effects on entry dynamics in milling are analysed with
an experimental set up, using the radial depth of cut as the main variable, to vary
the entry phase conditions. The entry phase as a function of radial depth of cut is
explored. The impact of variation from the sampled acceleration signals is
computed and quantified by a single parameter, the root mean square, RMS.
The effect of the cutting edge is evaluated in all parts of the research study, by
cutting force magnitude, rise time of cutting force, tool deflection and RMS.
Section III contains Chapters 9 and 10, dedicated to the conclusive section of the
research studies. The findings and analysis are followed by conclusions and
suggestions for further research.
Section IV contains all the appended papers.
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2 Current State of the Art
2.1 Cutting force mechanics
The modern history of metal cutting research began in 1941 with the early work
of Merchant [1]. This research established a number of key parameters that are
still frequently utilized in the application of metal cutting theories. The concept
of the shear plane angle and the introduction of the analytical cutting force model
for orthogonal cutting laid the groundwork for computation of cutting forces and
the energy necessary to remove a material volume. In order to improve the
agreement between theoretical and experimental results, numerous theories based
on the plasticity in the cutting zones [2], [3] have been introduced resulting in the
different shear angle equations. The complexity concerning the flow stress, strain
hardening and, in particular, friction conditions is still a major subject of metal
cutting research. Analytical models have brought an extensive understanding of
the cutting process, while their utilization has been limited to orthogonal cutting
and mainly to the research environment.
Another methodology that is widely used is mechanistic cutting force modelling
[4], [5]. This model is based on experimental data where the cutting forces are
measured for various cutting conditions, mainly uncut chip thickness. The
relation between the cutting forces and the chip thickness is established by curve
fitting techniques. In addition to the force magnitudes over the range of feeds,
the specific cutting force, i.e. cutting resistance for the workpiece material can
easily be found based on the experimental data. The method is reliable but it
requires experimental tests. As the cutting resistance is dependent upon the
workpiece material, cutting tool geometry and cutting conditions [5], empirical
data sampling can be both time and resource consuming.
With the onset of powerful computing capabilities, numerical methods such as
the Finite Element Method [6]–[8] are becoming popular in the evaluation of the
cutting process. The challenges are fairly similar to the analytical models in terms
of the constitutive material model [9] and friction modelling [10], [11]. However,
the ability to tune the material models for certain application and explore the
effects of making changes in an efficient manner by virtual analysis of the cutting
forces, stress state, chip flow and heat generation in three-dimensional
simulations, has tremendous advantages in comparison to analytical and empirical
models. The capability of computer aided tools to handle complex cutting
geometries is also an important asset, as it does not put any limits on the
geometries of the cutting tool or workpiece.

7
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2.2 Cutting dynamics
The major part of the research in the field of cutting dynamics has dealt with
cutting force modelling, structural system identification and establishing
dynamical models, incoorporating feedback phenomena that can give rise to
stability issues in machining generating self-induced vibrations [12]. The ability to
predict such behaviour for numerous applications of the cutting tools has been in
focus during the past decades. In practice, instability in a maching process is often
detected through high noise levels, bad surface finish and poor tool life. In
general, stability issues arise when the process instability is greater that the
structural stability of the machine-tool-workpiece system. For certain process
conditions and structural properties of the cutting system the variation of the chip
thickness and consequently the dynamic cutting force can drive the entire system
into its instable region.
Cutting force

Increased
vibrations

Structure
response

Dynamic
cutting force

Dynamic chip
thickness

Figure 2. Self-induced vibration in metal cutting

Various strategies can be deployed to counteract these phenomena. Optimization
of the spindle speed [4], application of the differential pitch in milling [13],
utilization of the cutting geometries with higher process damping [14] and
utilization of damped tool holders can give significant improvement in terms of
material removal rate and machining results. In general, these techniques ensure
the stability but do not account for the entries, exits, chip segmentation and
workpiece inhomogenity in the machining operation.

2.3 Entry and exit in intermittent cutting
Cutting processes can, in general, be divided into four phases: entry, engagement,
exit and the work-free phase [5]. From the tool geometry perspective, the position
8
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of the cutting edge in the relation to the workpiece together with cutting
conditions determine the rise time of the cutting force in the entry phase. In the
case of milling, it is the helix angle of the cutting edge that has tremendous effect
on the cutting force generation. The entry phase in milling is already extensively
studied [15]–[17]. A geometrical analysis of the cutting edge entry and its relation
to the engagement angle was carried out for a face mill. An entry configuration
with a parallelogram and four possible contact points (S-T-U-V) was used to
define the entry phase. The most favourable and unfavourable situations were
evaluated, using stress analysis and experiments. The study highlighted the
importance of the entry phase to the total tool life. It also showed that the tensile
stresses at the cutting edge are higher during the entry phase than during
continuous cutting. The feed seemed to be the decisive parameter for the onset
of sudden failure, while the protection chamfer had positive effect on the tool
life.
The research work on the entry phase conducted in [5] distinguished between
three sub-phases; during entry phase, initial plastic deformation, development of
contact length and the extension of contact length until the stationary phase is
reached, in the case of turning. The effects of the basic features of the cutting
edge geometry, in the relations to the workpiece geometry, are explained with
respect to the mechanical loads. The relations between the tangential and feed
force during the entry phase are analysed.
The pioneering work on the intermittency and its effect on the cutting tool was
carried out by Pekelharing [18], [19]. The entry phase was briefly studied while the
main focus of the research was the exit phase. Essentially, at certain exit
conditions, the shear plane angle changes dramatically, reducing the contact area
on the rake face. The consequence is an increase in the tensile stress on the rake
face that causes a rapid failure of the cutting edge. This phenomena is known as
“foot forming”, referring to the shape of the removed chip at the exit. Pekelharing
suggested a chamfered cutting edge to counteract “foot forming”, adding also the
negative effects of the chamfer during the continuous cut and the necessity to
optimize its geometry.
Apart from the mechanical loads in the intermittent cutting, the thermal cycling
caused by periodicity between engagements and work-free phases can be critical
for the tool life. The difference between continuous and intermittent cutting, with
respect to thermal cracks, was studied by Okoshaki and Hoshi [20] as well as
Shinozaki [21] in 1960. The experimental work conducted in these research
studies showed the effect of dry cutting versus cutting with coolant, and the
influence of the various cutting conditions on the onset of the thermal cracks at
the cutting edges, in intermittent turning and face milling.
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3 Cutting forces and modelling
3.1 Mechanistic modelling of cutting forces
The forces that act on the cutting edge are divided into three components;
tangential, radial and axial. These force components are, in the mechanistic
modelling approach, [22] calculated according to the following expressions:
ܨ௧ ൌ ܭ௧ ή ܽ ή ݄  ܭ௧ ή ܽ

(1)

ܨ ൌ ܭ ή ܽ ή ݄  ܭ ή ܽ

(2)

ܨ ൌ ܭ ή ܽ ή ݄  ܭ ή ܽ

(3)

The given equations are valid for the case in turning, where the chip thickness is
constant. Utilizing orthogonal turning tests the cutting forces are measured for a
number of different feed rates. A curve fitting technique is applied to the obtained
empirical data, in order to get the relation between the uncut chip thickness and
cutting forces. The model shown in equations (1), (2) and (3) assumes a linear
relationship between the feed and the cutting force. The cutting force coefficients
ܭ௧ , ܭ and ܭ are related to shearing while the coefficients ܭ௧ ,ܭ and ܭ are
related to the edge forces [4]. The cutting force has tendency to deviate from the
straight line at low and high feed rates which exhibits a nonlinear behaviour. This
nonlinearity can be modelled by using an exponential curve fitting, known as the
Kinzle force model [23].
It is evident from the equations (1), (2) and (3) that the variables that affect the
magnitude of the cutting force are the cutting conditions i.e. feed rate, depth of
cut and the cutting force coefficients which are dependent not only on the
workpiece material but also on the cutting edge geometry. A typical linear
relationship between the uncut chip thickness and the cutting force obtained by
orthogonal cutting test is illustrated in Figure 3. According to [5], the cutting
resistance is the ratio between the cutting force and the chip load area, i.e. the
product of feed rate and depth of cut, it can be expressed as follows:

10
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ܥ ൌ

ܨ௧
ܰ

൨
ܽ ή ݄ ݉݉ଶ

(4)

The equation (4) is also basic definition of the specific cutting force, kc introduced
by Kinzle [23].

Figure 3. Tangential and feed force as function of chip thickness

Inserting equation (1) into equation (4) gives the relationship between the cutting
resistance and the uncut chip thickness. According to [5], the cutting resistance
can also be expressed as follows:
ܥ ൌ

ݎܥଵ
 ݎܥଶ
݄

(5)

The relationship between the cutting resistance and the uncut chip thickness is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Cutting resistance as function of uncut chip thickness
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The cutting resistance is very high for low values of the uncut chip thickness. But
reduces rapidly when one moves towards moderate and high feed rates, where it
exhibits a slight reduction through a further increase of the uncut chip thickness,
shown in Figure 4.

3.2 Cutting forces in milling
In contrast to turning, where the uncut chip thickness is constant, the uncut chip
thickness in milling is a function of the engagement angle,ߠ and feed per tooth,
݂௭ . This relationship is illustrated in Figure 5 and defined by equation (6).

Figure 5. Chip thickness in milling as a function of engagement angle and feed/tooth

݄ሺߠሻ ൌ ݂௭ ή ሺߠሻ

(6)

The cutting forces in milling can be expressed as follows,
ܨ௧ ሺߠሻ ൌ ܭ௧ ή ܽ ή ݄ሺߠሻ  ܭ௧ ή ܽ

(7)

ܨ ሺߠሻ ൌ ܭ ή ܽ ή ݄ሺߠሻ  ܭ ή ܽ

(8)

ܨ ሺߠሻ ൌ ܭ ή ܽ ή ݄ሺߠሻ  ܭ ή ܽ

(9)

Equations (7), (8) and (9) express the forces acting on a single tooth in the milling
cutter. Depending on the radial depth of cut, ܽ , the uncut chip thickness will
adopt a non-zero value when the tooth is in engagement, while it is equal to zero
when it is out of engagement. It can be realized, from the given expressions, that
the cutting force in milling alters the magnitude and direction during the
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engagement. Cutting conditions, in particular radial depth of cut, govern the
number of teeth that simultaneously can be in engagement. That implies that the
total cutting force is the sum of the forces acting on the teeth in engagement. In
order to carry out this summation it is convenient to transform all forces from
each tooth into a fixed coordinate system where X axis is aligned with the feed
direction, Z axis is oriented with the spindle rotation and Y axis is normal to these
two axes as shown in Figure 6. The transformation matrix is shown in the
equation (10).
ܨ௫
െ  ߠ
ܨ௬  ൌ   ߠ
ܨ௭
Ͳ

െ  ߠ
െ  ߠ
Ͳ

Ͳ ܨ௧
Ͳ൩  ܨ ൩
ͳ ܨ

(10)

ܨ௫ denotes feed force, ܨ௬ is normal force, while ܨ௭ is axial force. The dynamic
system identification is also done in this coordinate system.

Figure 6. Cutting forces acting on a milling cutter

3.2.1 Cutting force in frequency domain
Assuming that the cutting force is a periodic function of time, Fourier series can
be deployed to model the cutting force in frequency domain. If the spindle speed,
݊, and the number of teeth,  ݖ, are known, then the tooth passing frequency is
calculated according to the following expression:
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߱ൌ

݊ήߨ
ήݖ
͵Ͳ

(11)

The cutting force is calculated according to the Fourier series as follows:
ஶ

ஶ

ୀଵ

ୀଵ

ܽ
ܨሺݐሻ ൌ
  ܽ   ݐ߱  ܾ  ݐ߱
ʹ

(12)

where  are the harmonics of the fundamental frequency. In essence, the cutting
force according to this model contains the frequency components at discrete
frequencies. The number of harmonics necessary to model the cutting force
depends on the tool, the cutting conditions and even the purpose of the
modelling. The Fourier coefficients ܽ and ܾ determine the amplitudeܣ and
the phase Ԅ of the force at a specific harmonic, according to the following
equations:
ܣ ൌ ටܽ ଶ  ܾ ଶ

Ԅ ൌ ିଵ

ܾ
ܽ

(13)

(14)

3.3 Cutting force measurements
There are two main types of sensors that are used for cutting force measurements,
strain gauges and piezoelectric force sensors. Depending on the requirements,
both types of sensors have advantages and drawbacks. Strain gauges have high
linearity and stability while piezoelectric force sensors have high stiffness and
sensitivity. In an extensive study by Sturesson, the design and modelling of a
special force dynamometer, based on strain gage technology, was conducted [24].
The aim of that work has been to increase the frequency band of the
dynamometer.
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Figure 7. Cutting force dynamometer based on strain gauge sensors

The cutting force dynamometer, shown in Figure 7, measures the cutting forces
in three directions in turning applications.
In general, cutting force dynamometers that can be acquired on the market are
based on piezoelectric sensors. There are two types of dynamometers that are
utilized for milling applications, stationary and rotating dynamometers. Stationary
dynamometers are mounted on the machine table and measure the forces in a
fixed coordinate system while rotating cutting force dynamometers are mounted
on the rotating spindle and measure the tangential, radial and axial force in a
rotating coordinate system.
The force measurements are reliable within the frequency band of a dynamometer
which is determined by its natural frequency. A dynamometer itself usually has
rather a high natural frequency. For the stationary dynamometer, illustrated in
Figure 7 the theoretical frequency bandwidth is predicted to be 3.5 kHz. The
natural frequency of the rotating dynamometer shown in Figure 8 is
approximately 2.5 kHz in both X and Y directions.
However, the natural frequency of the entire measurement system drops
significantly when a dynamometer is mounted in the machine. This depends not
only on the structural properties of the machine parts, i.e. spindle or tool post, but
also the tool/workpiece itself, that is mounted on the dynamometer. In the case
of the rotating dynamometer equipped with the milling cutter, as shown in Figure
8, the frequency band that ensures linearity is 350 Hz. The cut off frequency limit
is found out by establishing the frequency response function of the dynamometer
in the given measurement set-up. The relation between the output and input force
as a function of frequency is obtained by processing the sampled force data from
an impact test.
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Figure 8. Rotating Kistler dynamometer

The FRF of this dynamometer is illustrated in Figure 9. The limited frequency
band of the dynamometer constrains the dynamic force measurements. This is, in
particular, important when the cutting force is studied during the entry and exit
phases of the cutting process.
The subject itself is explored in many research studies, due to the fact that it is of
importance to get true force magnitudes and rise times of the cutting forces. The
simplest method to remove the measurement distortions that originate from the
resonance close to natural frequency is by applying a low-pass filter. The
drawback is that it also removes all frequency components above the cut-off
frequency, which consequently removes a part of the true force information. The
concept of utilizing the measured acceleration data to compensate for inertia
forces is explained in [25], [26]. This method is not reliable, due to uncertainties
around the resonance frequencies and damping.

Figure 9. FRF of the rotating dynamometer
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Another approach is to use filter technique to counteract the measurement
distortions due the resonance. The utilization of a Kalman filter is shown in [27]
while the inverse filtering is explained in [28].
A significant improvement of cutting force measurements in milling has been
demonstrated in [29] where the strain gage sensors were attached to each pocket
seat of a special milling cutter measuring cutting forces separately for each cutting
edge.

3.4 Material modelling
3.4.1 Johnson-Cook material model
Since the workpiece material is subjected to large strains, high strain rates and
high temperatures during the cutting process it is necessary to describe its stressstrain dependency of the workpiece material as elastoplastic behaviour. The
Johnson-Cook [30] constitutive model is frequently applied to the modelling of
cutting processes. Three significant parameters that affect the flow stress are
strain hardening, strain rate and heat generation. These parameters constitute a
material law that is given in the following expression,
ߪ ൌ ሾ ܣ  ܤή ߝ  ሿሾͳ   ܥή ݈݊ߝሶ כሿሾͳ െ ܶ כ ሿ

(15)

The constitutive law for materials incorporated in the cutting process is crucial
for prediction of cutting forces, temperature distribution as well as stresses in
workpiece, chip and cutting tools. The relationship between flow stress and strain
obtained by the Johnson-Cook model is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Flow stress for AISI 1045, only including strain hardening
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The first bracket in the equation describes strain hardening, while the second and
third bracket represent strain rate and temperature influence. ߝ, is equivalent
plastic strain, ߝሶ  כis dimensionless strain rate and ܶ ݉כdenotes temperature
influence. The five material constants, A, B, n, C and m are incorporated in the
constitutive law. The constants are determined from the experimental data and
are available in the literature for a wide range of materials.

3.4.2 Kelvin-Voigt model
The cutting edge and the workpiece are subjected to high impact loading during
the entry phase. The impact gives rise to both elastic and plastic deformation
during the entry phase. Assuming that the plastic deformation does not fully
develop, in the very short period of time, simplifies the dynamics of the entry
phase to viscoelastic problem that may be described by the Kelvin Voigt model
[31]. In essence, the main idea of this approach is to introduce the local stiffness
and the damping in the contact zone.

Figure 11. Kelvin-Voigt model

In general, high impacts are characterized by the impact force and its rise time.
Assuming viscoelastic behaviour of the workpiece, impact can be described by
the model illustrated in Figure 11. The dynamic response of the workpiece to the
impact force is modelled by a parallel combination of a linear spring k and a
dashpot, c. Consequently, the reaction force can be expressed as follows:
 ܨൌ ݇ ή  ݔ ܿ ή ݔሶ

(16)

Introducing the local stiffness and the damping that characterize the dynamic
conditions of the impact loading gives additional properties to the overall
structural properties. The stiffness, ݇, and the damping, ܿ , given in equation (16)
represent the influence of the local workpiece material deformation in the vicinity
of the cutting edge to its impact.
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4 Vibrations in metal cutting
Three main types of vibrations that can arise in metal cutting are transient, forced
and regenerative vibrations. Depending on the cutting application and process
conditions these vibrations can often occur simultaneously in the cutting process.
Regardless the type of vibrations, it is favourable to reduce the load variations as
they induce chipping of the cutting edges, sudden failures, bad surface quality and
low reliability.

4.1 Transient vibrations
The major cause of the transient vibrations in cutting is the rapid change in the
cutting force. Typical situations are at the entries and exits in intermittent cutting.
The nature of the impact is dependent on the cutting tool geometry, workpiece
geometry, and cutting conditions. As milling is interrupted cutting per definition,
modern milling tools are commonly designed with rather large helix angle to
increase the rise time of the cutting force at the entry. However, a sudden rampup of the cutting force is inevitable in certain cutting conditions. Besides the
cutting tool geometry, it can also originate from a rapid increase of chip thickness
during the entry phase. Distribution of the cutting force over the engagement
time has a direct impact on the frequency content of the cutting force [32]. The
rapid change of the cutting force leads to a continuous frequency spectrum where
a wide range of frequencies are excited.

Figure 12. Transient vibrations in cutting

A force excitation in Figure 12, shows a step function which is the worst case
scenario. In practice, the excitation is mostly of ramp-up type even if the instant
force impact can occur in a real application. The natural modes of the tool and
structure are usually excited with this type of force and the response is a free decay
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at the systems natural frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 12. The response for
one vibration mode with corresponding natural frequency, ߱ can according to
[33] be expressed as follows,
ݕሺݐሻ ൌ

ܨ
ߞ߱
ͳ െ ݁ ିఠ ௧ ሺ  ߱ௗ  ݐ
 ߱ௗ ݐሻ൨ ݑሺݐሻ
߱ௗ
݇

(17)

Here ݑሺݐሻrepresents the unit step function. The natural frequency of the system
is given by its mass, ݉ and stiffness, ݇according to the following equation,

߱ ൌ ඨ

݇
݉

(18)

The damping factor ߞ is defined as a function of natural frequency߱݊ , damping
coefficient c, and mass ݉
ߞൌ

ܿ
ʹ݉߱

(19)

The damping factor ߞ affects the frequency of the damped vibration by the
following expression,
߱ௗ ൌ ඥͳ െ ߞ ଶ ߱

(20)

Generally, it is beneficial to reduce the deflection of the tool and its fluctuation in
the cutting process. With a closer analysis of the response given in (17), it can be
realized that there are several major parameters affecting the deflection and
consequent vibrations. These parameters are the force magnitude, natural
frequency, stiffness and damping in the dynamic system. The peak amplitude of
the deflection is strongly affected by the stiffness of the dynamic system while the
rate of the amplitude drop-off is mainly affected by damping factor.

4.2 Forced vibrations
Forced vibrations in machining originate from the reoccurrence of the cutting
force due to either workpiece geometry in intermittent turning or teeth
engagements in milling. Such geometrical configuration of cutting tool or
workpiece gives rise to periodic behaviour of the cutting force in intermittent
cutting. Although the cutting forces are in general nonharmonic, assuming that
they are periodic, makes it possible to represent them by linear combination of
the harmonic functions using Fourier series as explained in 3.2.1. A schematic
illustration of a harmonic force excitation and response is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Forced vibrations in cutting

If the cutting force is expressed as a product of stiffness k, and harmonic function
݂ሺݐሻ then the system can be described by the following differential equation
݉ݔሷ ሺݐሻ  ܿݔሶ ሺݐሻ  ݇ݔሺݐሻ ൌ ݂݇ሺݐሻ

(21)

where ݂ሺݐሻ has units of displacement and is expressed as follows,
݂ሺݐሻ ൌ ܴ݁ሺ ݁ܣఠ௧ ሻ

(22)

The response to the given force excitation is then
ݔሺݐሻ ൌ ܴ݁ൣܣȁܩሺ݅߱ሻȁ݁ ሺఠ௧ିథሻ ൧

(23)

Assuming the periodic excitation, the harmonics have to be taken into account.
Invoking the superposition principle [33], the response to periodic excitation is
ஶ

ܣ
ݔሺݐሻ ൌ
 ܴ݁  ܣ หܩ ห݁ ሺఠబ ௧ିథ ሻ 
ʹ

(24)

ୀଵ

Accordingly, the response is characterized by the discrete force spectrum ܣ , and
the frequency response of the structural system ܩ. The magnitude of the
frequency response function ܩ is the characteristic of the dynamic system and
can be expressed as
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ͳ

หܩ ห ൌ

ଶ ଶ

ඨͳ െ ቀ߱ ቁ ൨  ቀʹߞ ߱ ቁ
߱
߱

ଶ

(25)

The frequency response function, FRF of an arbitrary single-degree-of-freedom
system, SDOF is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Frequency response function of an arbitrary SDOF dynamic system

The frequency spectrum of a typical periodic excitation in intermittent cutting is
exemplified in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Frequency spectrum of an arbitrary cutting force

The response of the dynamical system to the periodic excitation can then be
described in the frequency domain in the form of a discrete frequency spectra.
For the given example the response is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Frequency spectra of the response to a periodic excitation

It is evident from Figure 16 that the response is affected by the structural
properties of the dynamic system and magnitude and frequency of the cutting
force. Essentially, all three parameters can be altered by the choice of the
machine-tool-workpiece-set up, cutting edge geometry and cutting conditions.

4.3 Regenerative vibrations
Regenerative vibrations are a special type of vibrations that are often denoted as
chatter or self-induced vibrations in the literature. The theory of the regenerative
vibrations is based on the stability approach [34],[35] where the cutting process is
described by a feed-back loop [36]. Dynamic systems that incorporate feed-back
phenomena can under some circumstances become unstable resulting in high
amplitudes. This phenomena is schematically illustrated in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Schematic illustration of chatter in milling

In essence, the cutting tool is subjected to a varying load which is dependent on
the instantaneous chip thickness. The instability is driven by the change of
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instantaneous cutting force due to the change of instantaneous chip thickness. In
order to fully describe chip thickness variation it is necessary to relate the current
position of the tool tip to the previous cut. Consequently, cutting force is
dependent on the previous cut which is mathematically incorporated by delay
differential equation [4]. For the case of orthogonal cutting, the delay differential
equation is
݉ݕሷ  ܿݕሶ  ݇ ݕൌ ܭ ܽሾ݄  ݕሺ ݐെ ܶሻ െ ݕሺݐሻሿ

(26)

The right part of the equation (26) is the instantaneous cutting force
ܨሺݐሻ ൌ ܭ ܽሾ݄  ݕሺ ݐെ ܶሻ െ ݕሺݐሻሿ

(27)

The time delay is introduced by ܶ in the equation (26). ܭ is the specific cutting
force in the feed direction while ܽ is the depth of cut. The relationship between
the chatter frequency ݂ and the spindle speed ݊ is given by the number of the
waves left on the workpiece which can be expressed by the following equation,
߳
݂
ൌݓ
ʹߨ
݊

(28)

The factor  ݓis the number of the generated full waves, while ߳ is the fraction of
a wave left on the workpiece. The structural properties of the dynamic system are
represented by the transfer function. The phase angle of the transfer function is
calculated as follows,
ɗ ൌ ିଵ

ܪሺ߱ ሻ
ܩሺ߱ ሻ

Figure 18. Real and Imaginary parts of FRF.
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 ܪis the imaginary part of the transfer function while  ܩis the real part of the
transfer function. These functions are illustrated in Figure 18. The solution of the
delay differential equation (26) gives the depth of cut at the threshold of the
stability, according to the equation (30),
ܽ ൌ

െͳ
ʹܭ ܩሺ߱ ሻ

(30)

It is evident from equation (30) that a high cutting resistance i.e. specific cutting
force and high flexibility have a diminishing effect onܽ , the threshold of the
stability. A typical stability lobes diagram is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Stability chart

The graph in Figure 19 defines the stable and unstable regions depending on the
spindle speed and axial depth of cut. Up to a certain depth of cut, machining is
stable for all spindle speeds. The stability regions are enlarged for some spindle
speeds, making it possible to increase the depth of cut and then still remain in the
stable region. The graph in Figure 19 emphasizes the trend in the lobe shapes
showing that the potential increase of the depth of cut is larger at higher spindle
speeds. The effect of process damping [37],[38] is neglected in Figure 19. Process
damping in general gives higher stability limit at lower spindle speeds. In the case
of milling the concept of differential pitch [13],[39],[40] can be applied to increase
the stability region for a selected spindle speed range. The theoretical approach
explained here indicates multiple possibilities to optimize cutting process in terms
of the cutting conditions and selection of the tool, in particular for milling
applications.
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5 Signal analysis
It is of great interest to establish an effective methodology to analyse signals
obtained by cutting experiments. There are two main goals of signal analysis.
Firstly, it aims to explore influences of significant parameters, i.e. cutting tool
design and cutting conditions. Secondly, the objective is to enable comparison
between different situations in cutting experiments with regards to given cutting
conditions in order to determine best choice for certain cutting application. That
means that it is necessary to quantify the effect of the cutting edge design and the
cutting conditions. Main approaches are time and frequency domain analysis. In
the case of cutting forces, the analysis are most often concentrated on the peak
force value. Frequency analysis of the force spectra is also useful in certain cases.
When it comes to vibrations, depending on the goal of the signal analysis both
time and frequency analysis are extremely useful.

5.1 Root mean square
One of the important properties of the signal is root mean square, ܴ[ ܵܯ41] . It
gives a single value describing the power in signal. The great advantage of using
ܴ ܵܯis that it makes it possible to compare and evaluate signals in an efficient
manner. Assuming ܰ samples of a dynamic and discrete signal ݔሺ݊ሻ, ܴ ܵܯis
calculated according to the following expression,
ேିଵ

ͳ
ܴ ܵܯൌ ඩ   ݔଶ ሺ݊ሻ
ܰ

(31)

ୀ

Basically, the square root is taken of the mean square value of the signal. The
average power of a signal is proportional to the squared ܴܵܯ, i.e. mean square
value. Calculating ܴ ܵܯof a signal generated in a cutting process takes into
account, transient, forced and self-induced vibrations. If ܴ ܵܯis computed
separately for each direction then total ܴ ܵܯcan be obtained as follows,
ܴ ܵܯൌ ටܴܵܯ௫ଶ  ܴܵܯ௬ଶ  ܴܵܯ௭ଶ

(32)

In the case of periodic vector quantity, which is a sum of individual components,
ܴ[ ܵܯ41] can be calculated as follows,
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ܴ ܵܯൌ ට ܴ௫ ଶ

(33)

ܴ௫ defines ܴ ܵܯof each component. Hence, if the ܴ ܵܯspectra of a signal is
known, the total ܴ ܵܯcan be calculated by the equation (33).
In contrast to periodic signals, random signals contain all frequencies in a
frequency band. For random signals the frequency spectra is interpreted by power
spectral density function, i.e. PSD spectrum. The relationship between PSD
spectrum and root mean square value [41] is given in the equation (34).
ܴ ܵܯൌ ඨන ܩ௫௫ ሺ݂ሻ݂݀

(34)

The square root of the area under PSD curve for a given frequency range gives
ܴ ܵܯof a signal for that particular frequency range.

5.2 Fourier transform
The concept of Fourier transform is central in signal analysis and is outlined here
in its basic and simple form. In essence, Fourier transform enables the
representation of a signal in different domains. Time domain representation of a
signal gives the energy distribution of a signal as a function of time, while
frequency domain representation reveals energy content of a signal as function of
frequency.
Fourier transform pair for a continuous time signal is defined as follows,
ஶ

ܺሺ݂ሻ ൌ න ݔሺݐሻ݁ ିήଶగ௧ ݀ݐ

(35)

ିஶ
ஶ

ݔሺݐሻ ൌ න ܺሺ݂ሻ݁ ήଶగ௧ ݂݀

(36)

ିஶ

Expressing the energy level of a signal in time and frequency domain using
Parseval`s theorem gives following equality,
ஶ

ஶ

න ȁݔሺݐሻȁଶ ݀ ݐൌ න ȁܺሺ݂ሻȁଶ ݂݀

(37)

ିஶ

ିஶ

The equation (37) states that the energy of the signal in time domain is identical
to the energy in frequency domain.
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In experimental frequency analysis, the signals are time discrete signals that are
limited to certain block-size, i.e. measurement time with a sampling frequency. In
that case the characterization of a discrete time domain signal is done by the
Discrete Fourier Transform, DFT [42]. Assuming a discrete time domain signal
ݔሺ݊ሻ, the DFT is defined as follows,
ேିଵ

ܺሺ݇ሻ ൌ  ݔሺ݊ሻ݁ ିήଶగȀே

(38)

ୀ

The equation (38) is the core of the DFT computation in many types of software.
In contrast to continuous FT in the equation (35), it is evident that the DFT is
calculated on a finite number of samples. It is also non-symmetrical and unscaled
in the equation (38). In general, dividing the sum by block-size, ܰ gives physically
interpretable spectrum even if the spectrum scaling can be done in different ways
and should be paid careful attention.
The frequency spectrum is given by ܺሺ݇ሻ where ݇ are defined as frequency bins.
The measurement time affects the frequency increment of a spectrum according
to the following [41], equation (39)
ο ൌ 

ͳ
ͳ
݂௦
ൌ
ൌ
ܶ ܰοܰ ݐ

(39)

The sum expressed in the equation (38) consists of real and imaginary parts.
Magnitude and phase spectrum can be obtained by following expressions,
ȁܺሺ݇ሻȁ ൌ ඥܴ݁ሺܺሺ݇ሻሻଶ  ݉ܫሺܺሺ݇ሻሻଶ
݉ܫሺܺሺ݇ሻሻ
൰
ܴ݁ሺܺሺ݇ሻሻ

ܺסሺ݇ሻ ൌ ିଵ ൬

(40)

(41)

A schematic illustration of a frequency spectrum obtained by an application of
DFT of accelerations, measured on a workpiece during a milling operation, is
shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Frequency spectrum

The spectrum in Figure 20 shows the frequency content and the magnitudes of
the frequency components in the signal. High peaks in the spectrum are clearly
displayed indicating the highest contribution to the power of the vibrations
coming from these frequencies. Such information is valuable in order to
counteract and reduce vibrations.

5.3 Leakage and time windowing
In frequency domain analysis, a signal is always truncated. That means that there
is a finite number of samples or that the measurement time is limited. In any case,
from a mathematical perspective, a rectangular window is applied on the signal.
If sinusoids are periodic in the time window, i.e. frequency components in the
signal coincide with the frequency lines in the spectrum, exact amplitudes can be
obtained by DFT. However, in the reality that is not the case. In general, the
amplitude of frequency components are spread over frequency bins in the
spectrum and the highest peaks in the spectrum are lower than a real amplitude
at a particular frequency. This phenomena is known as leakage and is commonly
present in signal processing.
In order to reduce leakage, time windowing is applied. The main idea is to reduce
the effect of truncation by multiplying the signal by a window function. The
frequency spectrum of a windowed signal is as follows,
ேିଵ

ܺ௪ ሺ݇ሻ ൌ  ݔሺ݊ሻ ή ݓሺ݊ሻ ή ݁ ିήଶగȀே

(42)

ୀ

where ݓሺ݊ሻ is a time-window function. An illustration of a Hanning window and
its effects on an arbitrary signal in time and frequency domain are shown in Figure
21.
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Figure 21. Hanning window

It is evident from the frequency spectrums that the leakage is significantly reduced
for the windowed signal. However, the amplitude of the windowed signal is much
lower in comparison to the original signal. That is due to the fact that a part of
signal energy is removed by windowing. In order to obtain better estimation of
spectrum, it is necessary to scale signals in an appropriate way [41].
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INVESTIGATION CHAPTERS

6 Force build-up during entry phase
The time period from the very first contact point between cutting edge and
workpiece till the instant when the engagement of the cutting edge is completed
is in the focus of this research study. It is during this, in general, very short period
of time that cutting force build-up occurs. Thus, the force build-up process is
herein defined in the range between the first contact point and the fully developed
engagement on the rake surface of the tool. Further development of the contact
area causes an additional increase of cutting force which has been explored in
many research works [43]–[45] and is not in the scope of this work. Two
important features that characterize force build-up process are defined.
Magnitude of the cutting force and the time to peak force are set as main
parameters in the evaluation of cutting edge geometries. Furthermore, increase of
the cutting force during the entry phase is explored in order to understand and
predict the effects of the cutting edge geometry and the cutting conditions on the
force build-up process. Based on the geometrical analysis, growth of the contact
area is obtained in a discrete form. Utilizing a curve fitting technique, analytical
expressions are developed for given cutting edge geometries. The outcome of this
procedure makes it possible to analyse the growth of the chip contact area as a
function of time.

6.1 Methodology
This study is based on experimental work and geometrical analysis of the entry
phase in intermittent turning. The main idea is to use the force measurements as
the source of evaluation process of dynamics of entry phase. Additionally, a
theoretical approach to analyse contact area and chip load during entry phase is
applied to link experimental results with the geometrical features of the cutting
edges.

6.1.1 Intermittent cutting
Contrary to milling which is in general intermittent cutting per definition, turning
is a continuous operation. In order to provoke rapid entries in turning, a
workpiece of cylindrical shape with four slots is utilized in the experiments. The
slots are made with the offset relative to the centrum axis of the work piece, where
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one side of each slot coincides with the centre of the workpiece. The workpiece
material is AISI 1045 steel. The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Experimental set-up

The described application generates four entries per revolution of the workpiece.
It is important to emphasize the effect of the geometrical configuration on the
rise time of the cutting force. The inclination angle of the insert – tool holder
system λ, combined with the entering angle of the slot gives the effective entering
angle of 6°. The combination of these two angles is of vital importance for the
force build-up process as it directly affects the time necessary for the cutting edge
to penetrate the workpiece. For the selected cutting edge geometries in this study,
effective entering angle is constant while the investigation work is concentrated
on the rake angle, width and angle of the protection chamfer.

Figure 23. Entry phase and inclination angle

It is of interest to note that the effect of the effective entering angle in turning is
similar to the effect of the helix angle on a milling cutter. A number of different
situations can be obtained by changing the type of tool, insert and work piece
geometry [5]. Even the direction of the growth of chip load area is directly
dependent on these parameters.

6.1.2 Cutting force measurements
Cutting force measurements are carried out with a dynamometer that utilizes
strain gauge sensors. The dynamometer is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Cutting force sensor

The tangential and feed forces are measured while the radial force component is
neglected in this study. The force build-up process in the entry phase occurs in a
very short period of time which requires high frequency band of the
dynamometer. The dynameters can achieve high frequency band but the force
measurement is often limited by the resonant frequencies of the structural parts
to which the dynamometers are mounted on, whether it is the tool post in turning
or spindle head in milling machine. It means that structural properties of the
dynamometer attached to a particular machine have to be measured in order to
determine useful measurement range of the cutting force dynamometer. The
frequency response function of the dynamometer shown in Figure 24 is obtained
by impact testing and given in Figure 25.

Figure 25. FRF of the dynamometer mounted in the turning machine

Two parameters are extracted from the force measurements. The magnitude of
the average force of the first vibration cycle is selected as the first parameter while
the time to peak force is selected as a second parameter. The potential effect of
the resonance on the cutting force measurements is eliminated as the average
force of the first vibration cycle is selected as evaluating parameter in the analysis.
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6.1.3 Cutting edge geometries
Design of cutting edge geometry has become extremely important for the
performance of a cutting tool. Proper choice of cutting edge geometry is
particularly important when it comes to difficult to machine workpiece materials
i.e. high strength steels, superalloys and titanium. Cutting force, heat generation,
deformation hardening and adhesion are often highly dependent on the choice of
cutting edge geometry. The geometrical features of the cutting edge also affect
force generation, contact points and growth of chip contact area during the entry
phase and have consequently a great influence on the force magnitudes and the
dynamics of the entry phase in cutting.
Three different cutting geometries, A, B and C were investigated by the
experiments. The insert type was DNMG150608 turning insert which was
mounted in PDJNL type toolholder. The influence of the three geometrical
parameters are in the focus of the study. These parameters are rake angle, γ, width
of protection chamfer, bn, and angle of protection chamfer, γn, shown in Figure
26.

Figure 26. Cross section of a cutting edge

All cutting edge geometries have the same edge radius, 0.05 mm and the clearance
angle α=6°. A detailed description of the cutting edge geometries is given in Table
1.
Table 1. Cutting edge geometries
Cutting geometry

Rake angle,
ࢢ [°]

Chamfer angle,
ࢢn [°]

Chamfer width,
bn [mm]

A

0

0

0

B

5

-15

0.15

C

10

-10

0.12

6.2 Chip load area during entry phase
The hypothesis herein is that both the magnitude of cutting force and time of the
entry phase are dependent on cutting edge geometry. Limiting entry phase to the
instant when cutting edge has fully penetrated workpiece, any other increase of
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the cutting forces is neglected and the analysis is concentrated on the period from
the very first contact point between cutting edge and workpiece till the moment
cutting edge is fully engaged in the workpiece material. The movement of cutting
edge in tangential direction is taken into account while the movement in feed
direction is neglected as it is significantly smaller compared to the tangential
movement. Essentially, the analysis is then constrained to the projection of chip
load on the X-Y plane shown in Figure 23.
Assuming that the cutting force is proportional to the chip load area A(t) during
entry phase it can, in simplified form, be expressed as follows
ܨሺݐሻ ൌ ܥ ή ܣሺݐሻ

(43)

 ݎܥis cutting resistance while ܣሺݐሻ is chip load area as a function of time. Cutting
resistance is dependent on cutting edge geometry and is assumed to be constant
during the entry phase. The growth of chip load area at the very beginning of the
entry phase is illustrated in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Cutting geometries at beginning of the entry phase

In the beginning of entry phase, chip load area adopts a line contact for the A
geometry. The situation is different for the B and C geometries. These geometries
have a chip growth in two directions until the penetration is fulfilled in the feed
direction. An important observation herein is that at the very entry phase and the
profile of the chip load area are dependent on the cutting edge geometry.
Continuing the penetration by the cutting edge into the workpiece, the obtained
profile for a specific geometry maintains its shape and grows along the cutting
edge. If the cutting edge is a straight line which is the case on the cutting edges
utilized in these experiments, then a linear growth of chip load area has been
found. These findings are shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Cutting edge propagation through work piece during entry phase

The propagation through the workpiece continues linearly until the region of the
nose radius. At the region of the nose radius, chip load area begins to grow from
both directions because the contact between the cutting edge and workpiece is
also obtained on the opposite side before a full engagements is reached. This
phenomena is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Engagement around nose radius

The growth of chip load area in the region of the nose radius exhibits the
explained behaviour due to the particular geometrical configuration of the insert
and toolholder utilized in these experiments. However, this tool configuration is
extensively used in practical applications. Figure 27-29 demonstrate the entry
phase utilizing right-hand toolholder type. Changing the feed direction and
utilizing left-hand toolholder only mirrors the figures.
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6.2.1 Geometrical model of chip load area
It is evident from the previous section that chip load area varies in entry phase as
a function of time and it is also dependent on the selected cutting edge geometry.
It should also be noted that the entry phase develops through three different
subphases. First, the cutting edge enters workpiece with certain contact forming
a profile of penetration. In the second subphase, this profile is maintained while
cutting action occurs on the straight part of the main cutting edge, shown in
Figure 28. Finally, the chip area is expected to grow with higher rate in the nose
region as it increases simultaneously from the two directions which is seen in
Figure 29.
The geometrical relationship between chip load area and time through the entire
entry phase is computed taking large number of increments and calculating
corresponding engaged area from the very start until the full engagement is
accomplished. These relationships for all cutting edge geometries are plotted in
Figure 30.

Figure 30. Chip load area for vc=150 m/min and fz=0.14 mm/t

Taking a closer look at Figure 30, these three different subphases can be
distinguished. At the very beginning of entry phase the difference between the
investigated cutting edge geometries can be observed which is illustrated in Figure
31.
It is evident that the geometry A shows a linear behaviour, while the geometries
B and C exhibit certain nonlinearity in the first subphase. After the first subphase,
linear behaviour is encountered for all cutting edge geometries prior the third
subphase, see Figure 30. In the third subphase, i.e. the nose region where the
engagement gets completely fulfilled, growth of chip load area exhibits again a
nonlinear behaviour. This is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 31. Very start of entry phase

Figure 32. Entry at nose region

It can be concluded that the growth of chip load area is dependent on cutting
edge geometry. Additionally, the rise time of cutting force is also dependent on
cutting edge geometry which is evident from Figure 32.

6.3 Analysis
Analysis of the previous section divides the force build-up process in three
subphases. Existence of such behaviour is supported by the geometrical analysis
of cutting edge impact and penetration in the workpiece. The growth of the
measured tangential cutting forces during entry phase is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Tangential forces at entry

A rate increase of tangential cutting forces can be observed in subphase 3 which
is also evident in Figure 30, illustrating calculated chip load area. Another
observation that can be made from Figure 33 is that tangential cutting forces grow
almost linearly in the subphase 2. In the subphase 1, it is difficult to distinguish
any difference from the measured cutting forces.

Figure 34. Feed forces at entry

Similarly, the growth of the feed forces shown in Figure 34 exhibits identical
behaviour as the growth of the tangential forces. The reasoning explored herein
strongly indicates that the cutting force is proportional to the chip load area in the
entry phase.
In the evaluation of force measurements, two parameters are taken into account.
First one is the average force of the first vibration cycle while the second one is
the time to peak force. These two parameters describe the impact in the entry
phase rather well. For the lowest cutting speed, vc = 50 m/min with feed of 0.25
mm/rev, the force values in tangential and feed direction are shown in Figure 35
together with the time to peak force values.
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Figure 35. Tangential (blue) and feed (red) forces (left) and Time to peak force (right)

The cutting edge geometry B generates the highest force magnitude. That
indicates the influence of protection chamfer which contributes to higher force
magnitudes. It is also of interest to note that force magnitudes of the cutting edge
geometries A and C at entry phase are rather equal for the most of cutting
conditions. Analysing time to peak force, shown in the right image of Figure 35,
it is observable that the cutting geometry A has the lowest rise time for the given
cutting conditions. Similarly, in the case of moderate cutting speed and various
feeds, shown in Figure 36, geometry B gives the highest force magnitude while
the time to peak force is still shortest for the A geometry.
Increasing cutting speed to 200 m/min and measuring cutting forces at various
feeds maintains the trend shown for low and moderate cutting speeds, i.e. the
cutting geometry B generates the highest force magnitudes. However, time to
peak force deviates from the trend obtained for low and moderate cutting speeds.
This effect might be caused by the insufficient frequency range of the
measurement system at high cutting speeds. The measurement results at cutting
speed vc=200 m/min are displayed in Figure 37.
Summarizing analysis given herein, it can be concluded that there is a link between
the geometrical chip load area and the experimental measurements of cutting
forces during entry. The influence of the cutting edge geometry can also be
observed analyzing the magnitude and rise time of cutting forces. The division of
entry phase into three subphases is also supported by the experimental
measurements there the second and third subphases are observable from the
measured cutting forces.
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Figure 36. Tangential (blue) and feed (red) forces (left) and Time to peak force (right)
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Figure 37. Tangential (blue) and feed (red) forces (left) and Time to peak force (right)
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7 Modelling of entry phase in turning
In the previous section, experimental results have been used to evaluate the
influence of cutting edge geometry on the force build-up process. Essentially, all
variables that affect the magnitude and rise time of cutting forces are to be
incorporated in the obtained results.
A hypothesis herein is that the response of a dynamic system, which incorporates
structural properties of machine-tool-work piece system and load introduced by
entry phase can be used as evaluating parameter for optimization of cutting tool
geometry and cutting conditions. Essentially, influence of the cutting tool
geometry and cutting conditions on the dynamic response is the scope of the
modelling task in this study. Force build-up process is modelled by the impact
simulation between cutting edge and workpiece utilizing Finite Element Method,
FEM software. That step is then followed by dynamic response computation of
the tool to the calculated forces for different cutting edge geometries and cutting
conditions using equations of motion for the dynamic system.

7.1 Aims and limits
The main goal of the modelling is to capture the trends of force build-up process
in entry phase and compare these trends with the experimentally obtained results.
Utilizing the outlined strategy, a number of simplifications have been made in
order to calculate the impact force and system response.
The cutting edge geometry has been simplified to a straight cutting edge without
nose radius. Only the rake angle in combination with the inclination angle has
been taken into consideration. Basically, that means that the modelling study
incorporates the influence of inclination and rake angle while the influence of the
protection chamfer in combination with rake angle cannot be included in the
model. However, negative rake might to some degree be linked to the influence
of protection chamfer which might give important trends.
The impact simulation does not take into consideration dynamical properties of
the system and treats the cutting insert as a rigid body. The maximum tool
penetration into workpiece corresponds to the full contact on the chip load area
plus 2% of the total movement. Essentially, only the impact itself is modelled
while any increase of the force due to the growth of contact area between the
cutting insert and chip is not taken into consideration.
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The impact forces are calculated by integration of the contact stresses in the
contact area between cutting insert and workpiece. These forces are used as input
for computation of the dynamic response. The influence of heat generation and
material softening in the material model is neglected.
The structural properties of the system are modelled by a mass-spring-damper
system using lumped masses with corresponding stiffness and damping
properties. The influence of cutting process on dynamic behaviour of the entire
system is taken into account adding local stiffness and damping properties
according to Kelvin-Voigt model (cp and kp). The vibratory motion of the tool is
modelled only in cutting direction while the motions in other directions are
neglected.

7.2 Cutting force modelling
The impact forces are modelled by FEM analysis utilizing the Johnson-Cook
material model. Entry phase and stress distribution in the workpiece for two
different cutting geometries are shown in Figure 38.

Workpiece with slot

O = -6q; J = -6q
Contact zone

Tool

O = 0q; J = 6q

Figure 38. Stress distribution in the workpiece

The parameters of Johnson-Cook material model used in the modelling are shown
in Table 2 [46].
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Table 2. Johnson-Cook parameters

Properties and parameters

Notation

Value

Initial yield stress

A

553 MPa

Hardening modulus

B

600 MPa

Strain rate dependency coefficient

C

0.0134

Work-hardening exponent

n

0.234

Thermal softening coefficient

m

-

Reference strain rate

ߛሶ o

1 s-1

Cutting forces for different cutting edge geometries, calculated from the
generated contact area, are shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Computed cutting forces in entry phase

The obtained forces show an analogous trend compared to the measured forces.
However, absolute values of the computed forces are significantly lower in
comparison to the experimentally obtained forces. The deviation from the
experimentally measured forces is due to the complexity of the contact mechanics
where chip load area is generated in the extremely short period of time. The
discrepancy of the computed forces identifies the necessity to improve modelling
techniques in order to achieve higher accuracy of the computational results.
Nevertheless, it is observable from Figure 39 that increasing feed results in higher
forces while negative rake angles give higher forces as well. The obtained results
indicate that the trend of the force build-up is captured by the model. In order to
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fit the experimentally measured forces, a correction factor, Co is introduced. The
computed cutting forces, displayed in Figure 39 are multiplied by the correction
factor Co and then used as input to the modelling of the system response.

7.3 Dynamics of entry phase
High impact loads in combination with short rise time excite large frequency
bands where structural properties of the dynamical system determine the response
to such excitation. The dynamic system herein is idealized by lumped masses. This
is a simplification of the real machine-tool-workpiece system as the distribution
of physical properties is neglected. However, this simplification gives significant
advantages in the analysis and understanding of the system behaviour. Assuming
that the excitation load, i.e. cutting force as function of time during entry phase is
known and the structural properties are identified, the response of the system to
the particular excitation can be calculated. Schematic model of the experimental
set-up, developed in this research is shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40. Dynamics of intermittent turning

Coupled system of equations of motion (44), (45) and (46) can be derived from
the dynamical system shown in Figure 40.
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ܬଷ ή ݔሷ ଷ  ܿଷ ή ݔሶ ଷ  ݇ଷ ή ݔଷ  ܿ ή ൬߱௪ െ

݀
ݔሶ ଶ
ݔଶ
൰  ݇ ή ቀ߮ െ ቁ ൌ ܨ ሺݐሻ ή െ ܯሺݐሻ
ʹ
ݎ
ݎ

(44)

݉ଶ ή ݔሷ ଶ  ܿଶ ή ሺݔሶ ଶ െ ݔሶଵ ሻ  ݇ଶ ή ሺݔଶ െ ݔଵ ሻ െ ܿ ή ሺ ݎ ݔሶ ଷ െ ݔሶ ଶ ሻ െ ݇ ή ሺ ݎ ݔଷ െ ݔଶ ሻ ൌ ܨ ሺݐሻ

(45)

݉ଵ ή ݔሷ ଶ െ ܿଶ ή ሺݔሶ ଶ െ ݔሶଵ ሻ െ ݇ଶ ή ሺݔଶ െ ݔଵ ሻ  ܿଵ ή ݔሶଵ  ݇ଵ ή ݔଵ ൌ Ͳ

(46)

The entire dynamic system is modelled by a combination of three-mass-spring
damper subsystems. Assuming the motion in one direction, in this case cutting
direction, and neglecting motion in other directions results in a system with three
degrees of freedom. The lumped masses, damping and stiffness parameters are
derived by the fitting techniques and optimization procedures. The comparison
of the FRF obtained by impact testing and the fitted FRF in frequency domain is
shown in Figure 41. Despite a significant simplification of the real case, the
proposed technique gives a good foundation for the analysis of entry dynamics.
Solution of the equations of motion leads to dynamical variables as displacement,
speed and acceleration of components represented by lumped masses which
consequently gives possibility to evaluate different parameters of the tool and
cutting process in the relation to the computed responses.

Figure 41. Experimental and curve-fitted FRF

The numerical procedure of the modelling method is shown in Figure 42.
Assuming that the local stiffness of the contact area and damping affect the
dynamics of entry, additional parameters in form of stiffness kp and damping cp
are included in the equations of motion. Experimentally measured accelerations
for feed f=0.2 mm/rev and cutting speed vc =150 m/min are used to find the
best fitting model optimizing the values of kp and cp for two cutting edge
geometries.
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Figure 42. Modelling scheme

Both kp and cp are then averaged and these values are used for all cutting
conditions and cutting edge geometries. Moreover, the averaging of kp and cp for
all cutting conditions and cutting edge geometries is also an estimate that demands
further investigations.

7.4 Analysis
The tool motion is calculated from the equations of motion given in (44), (45)
and (46). Two features of the cutting edge, rake and inclination angle have been
in focus of the modelling. The focus herein is set on the case where the inclination
angle is λ=-6° while the rake angle adopts various values which is illustrated in
Figure 43. That is the best approximation of the geometrical set up utilized in the
experiments which to some extent allows a comparison of the modelling and
experimental results. The direct comparison of the simulated and experimental
results is not possible due to the simplifications made on the cutting tool
geometry, i.e. the absence of nose radius and combined effect of protection
chamfer and rake angle. Changing the rake angle affects the first contact point
and growth direction of chip load area. Essentially, the first and second subphases
of the entry are incorporated in the model while the third subphase is not included
due to the geometrical simplification of the insert. Moreover, first and second
subphase are not identical to the real situation as the protection chamfer is not
modelled. In practise, the protection chamfer is designed by negative angles which
to some degree might be comparable with negative rake angle.
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Figure 43. ,QFOLQDWLRQ Ȝ DQGUDNH Ȗ) angle

The system response to the cutting force in the entry phase, i.e. the tool motion
is dependent on cutting edge geometry. This dependency for some combinations
of the inclination and rake angles is illustrated in Figure 44.

Figure 44. Tool responses

Based on the computed tool motion, an objective function is established.
Maximum amplitude of vibration,  ݔܽ݉ݖand static tool deflection,  ݐݏݖare
calculated from the model and the value of the objective function is computed
according to the following expression,
ܱܲሺߣǡ ߛሻ ൌ

ݖ௫ െ ݖ௦௧
ݖ௦௧

(47)

The objective function is a function of the rake (γ) angle and constant inclination
angle, i.e. λ=-6° as displayed in Figure 45. It is readily observable that the rake
angle has significant effect on the tool response. The transition range seems to be
between 0° and 10° positive rake angles. Lower rake angles, i.e. negative values
generate higher tool responses while the increase of the rake angle above 10°
doesn’t affect the tool response significantly.
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Figure 45. 2EMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQIRUȜ -6°

Effects of the various inclination angles are rather ambiguous which indicate that
the existing model demands further investigations and improvements.
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8 Entry phase in face milling
Milling is in general interrupted cutting where the cutting action can be divided
into entry, engagement, exit and work-free phases. The entry and exit phases are
the most critical in order to achieve reliable and efficient machining operations.
In both cases the onset of high stresses caused by different physical phenomena
can lead to rapid damage of the cutting edge which therefore limits the material
removal rate. In practice, the consequences of unreliable machining operations
are extremely negative for productivity and are often the subject of process
improvement efforts in industry. From the end user perspective, it is important
to efficiently employ the tools while the tool makers focus on continuous
improvement of the performance and optimization of cutting edge geometries
and cutting parameters.
During milling the cutting edges are frequently subjected to high impacts in the
entry phase. In addition to high static loads, extensive transient vibrations may
arise which leads to significant increase of the mechanical loads. Rapid entries
often excite large frequency ranges in the machine-tool-workpiece system and
cause high noise levels originating from the machining process. Large forces
during the entry phase can also give rise to increased tool deflection causing poor
machining accuracy.
In order to minimize the negative effect of impact load during the entry phase, it
is important to understand how the cutting tool geometry and cutting conditions
affect the tool behaviour. In this research work, a special face milling application
was chosen to explore the influence of radial depth of cut on entry conditions and
subsequent cutting dynamics. The radial depth of cut was varied while other
variables were kept constant, to allow a straight-forward identification of its effect
on the chosen dynamic parameters. The main characteristic of a face mill is that
the lead angle of cutting edge is less than 90°. Changing the radial depth of cut
directly affects the rise time of the impact force. The change of the radial depth
of cut on such a face mill has an effect comparable to a change of the helix angle
of an ordinary end mill.
In addition to varying the radial depth of cut, three cutting edge geometries were
studied. These are included to understand the influence of the cutting edge
geometry on the entry phase dynamics.
Finally, an effective methodology utilizing root mean square, RMS of acceleration
is presented. The method is shown to capture important trends in entry phase
dynamics.
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8.1 Entry phase versus radial depth of cut
In milling, the distribution of uncut chip thickness over an engagement is a
function of feed per tooth, ݂௭ and the engagement angle ߠ and can be expressed
as in equation (6),
(6)

݄ሺߠሻ ൌ ݂௭ ή ሺߠሻ

This expression is valid as long as the cutting edge is in engagement, otherwise
the chip thickness is equal to zero. The radial depth of cut affects the length of
engagement arc and consequently also the uncut chip thickness. This relationship
is shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46. Uncut chip thickness and entry positions (A,B,C,D and E)

Changing the radial depth of cut has a direct influence on chip thickness during
the entry phase. Five radial depths of cut have been investigated and these are
designated with the letters A-E in Figure 46. It is important to understand that
from zero to 90° engagement angle the chip thickness increases, i.e. up-milling cut
while it decreases in the second half of engagement, i.e. down-milling cut. At
certain position in up-milling and down-milling the uncut chip thickness is equal.
The radial depths of cut that give such positions are selected in the experiments,
i.e. the uncut chip thickness for every entry at the B and E positons is equal and
the same applies for the C and D positions. The cutting conditions used in the
experiments are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Cutting conditions
ap, mm

fz, mm/tooth

vc, m/min

ae,mm

A

4

0.25

160

80

B

4

0.25

160

70

C

4

0.25

160

58.15

D

4

0.25

160

21.85

E

4

0.25

160

10
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The distribution of the uncut chip thickness, shown in Figure 46, is shown in a
two-dimensional plane. The time necessary for the cutting edge to fully penetrate
the workpiece is dependent upon the helix angle of the main cutting edge and
axial depth of cut, ap which originates from the real three-dimensional situation.
The geometry of the insert and the pocket seat result in a helix angle that directly
affects the rise time of the cutting force. The combined effect of cutting tool
geometry and cutting parameters have a direct influence on the entry phase in
face milling as shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47. Entry conditions versus radial depth of cut

The geometrical configuration of cutting tool and cutting conditions clearly play
a decisive role during the entry phase, and it is apparent from Figure 47 that
workpiece geometry also affects the entry phase. In these experiments the
workpieces had straight wall, perpendicular to the x-y plane of the machine
coordinate system. Changing the curvature and orientation of the workpiece wall,
where the entry occurs; would also change the entry conditions.
It is easily observable from Figure 47 that in case A the force increases gradually.
The tool tip meets the work piece and the contact area between the cutting edge
and workpiece increases smoothly as the cutting edge penetrates. Similar
behaviour can be seen in the case of B and C, in the up-milling section of the
engagement even if the rise time of the cutting force will be different. In contrast,
the cutting force rise time is dramatically different in case D and E. It is
noteworthy that the entry in case D occurs more or less instantly, as the main
cutting edge directly enters workpiece over the entire axial depth of cut.
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8.2 Methodology
In the previous section, the influence of cutting tool geometry and cutting
conditions, i.e. radial depth of cut during the entry phase of face milling
application has been described. Here it is described how acceleration measured
on the workpiece has been used to quantify vibratory behaviour as a function of
radial depth of cut and cutting edge geometry.
A Dytran 3093B tri-axial accelerometer was attached to the end of the workpiece
as shown in Figure 48. The accelerometer was connected to a USB Single Module
Carrier NI 9233. The sampling frequency used in the DAQ system was 25 kHz.
The time domain acceleration data was sampled and the further analysis was
conducted using Mathcad.

Figure 48. Experimental set-up

8.2.1 Workpiece
In order to create the cutting conditions, described in section 8.1, a number of
workpieces were prepared. These workpieces were pre-machined to identical
dimensions and given radial depth of cut to ensure constant arc length during
engagement. The workpieces are shown in Figure 49. The workpiece material
used was AISI 4140 steel in the shape of a bar with length of 300 mm and square
cross section of 100 mm. The overhang of the workpieces from the vice was 125
mm, (see Figure 48).
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Figure 49. Workpiece blanks for different cutting conditions

8.2.2 Cutting tool geometries
The milling tool used in the experiments was a R220.53-0080-12-6A. The
experiments were carried out with only one insert mounted in the cutter, i.e. the
effective number of teeth was 1. Three different cutting edge geometries, CG1,
CG2 and CG3 were used. The four parameters that vary are rake angle, width of
the protection chamfer, angle of protection chamfer and edge radius while the
clearance angle is identical for all cutting geometries, as shown in Figure 50. The
substrates and coatings were identical.

Figure 50 Cutting edge geometry

Normalized values of the cutting geometries are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Normalized values for cutting edge geometries

CG1
CG2
CG3

γ [°]
0.5
1
0.3

γn[°]
0.5
0.3
1

bn[mm]
1
0.8
1

α[°]
1
1
1

ER[μm]
0.8
0.8
1

The helix angle for the cutting geometries CG1 and CG2 are identical while the
helix angle of the cutting geometry CG3 is different as shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 51. Helix angle for cutting geometries CG2 and CG3

8.2.3 Structural properties
As the measurement of acceleration is carried out on the workpiece it is of interest
to know the dynamic properties of the workpiece-vice system. In order to detect
the natural frequencies of the clamped workpiece, impact testing was conducted.
Frequency response functions, H11 for all directions were obtained by excitations
in the corresponding direction and acceleration measurements in the position
given in Figure 52.

Figure 52. Impact testing

The equipment used for impact testing was Dytran impact hammer, model
5800B3 and accelerometer, model 3093B. The most important modes with
corresponding dynamic properties, i.e. natural frequency, half power frequencies,
damping ratio and magnitude were extracted. The impact tests were done with a
high pass filter and a cut off frequency of 200 Hz. Thus, frequencies bellow 200
Hz were not considered. The frequency response functions (FRF) shown in
Figure 53 were computed for each direction.
It is evident from the graphs shown in Figure 53 that there are several dominant
vibrational modes in the workpiece-vice system. The FRF in the X direction is
approximated by one natural mode at 490 Hz. The most prominent mode in the
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Z direction is at 500 Hz while it is at 920 Hz in the Y direction. Some additional
modes are observable from the FRFs, but these have much lower magnitude
compared to the dominant modes.

Figure 53. FRFs for x, y and z directions

8.3 Time domain analysis
Time domain analysis is useful to quickly show the overall behaviour of the signal
amplitude. It can also be useful to explore a part of a signal, for example from
engagement of the milling cutter, in order to understand the different phases in
cutting process.
As illustrated in Figure 54, acceleration amplitudes don’t exhibit any significant
change over the measurement period which indicates that the cutting process is
stable. The graphs shown in Figure 54 are for cutting geometry CG1 for a given
radial depth of cut. The scales on the graphs are different in the case of D and E
cutting conditions.
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Figure 54. Accelerations for CG1 as function of radial depth of cut
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The peak acceleration measured in case D is 16 g, compared to 2 g in case C.
Similar behaviour can be found in the comparison between the B and E cases
where the E case generates a significantly higher peak acceleration. There is a
strong dependency between the cutting force rise time during the entry phase and
the peak acceleration. The accelerations measured in the D and E cases are much
higher compared to the A, B and C cases.
Taking a closer look at the distribution of acceleration over an arbitrary
engagement, it can be observed that the acceleration peaks are found during the
entry; and the exit phases. In the A and B cases, where the uncut chip thickness
during entry phase is small, the exit acceleration is larger than entry acceleration.
The effect of larger chip thickness in case C, and in particular cases D and E gives
notably larger accelerations peaks during entry when compared to exit. This
behaviour is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55. Accelerations over one engagement

8.4 Frequency domain analysis
From the acceleration signals in the time domain, power spectral density, PSD
functions have been computed to analyse the frequency content in the signals.
The PSD functions shown in Figure 56 were computed for the cutting geometry
CG1 for each direction and for all radial depths of cut. The graphs have identical
scales on the axes in order to highlight the large difference in the area of the PSD
functions for the different radial depths of cut. In the case of A, B and C a strong
contribution in the X direction arises from the second and third harmonics of the
cutting forces. Additionally, the natural mode at 500 Hz is strongly present in the
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X direction. Looking at the Y directions for the cases A, B and C, the natural
mode at 920 Hz makes the greatest contribution to the frequency spectrums.
X direction

Y direction

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 56. PSD functions for CG1
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The third harmonic of the cutting forces, 32 Hz seems to be present in all
spectrums. Two major frequency components in the Z direction for cases A, B
and C originate from the natural modes at 500 and 920 Hz. In general, the
frequency spectrums for cases A, B and C seem to be characterized by low
harmonics of the cutting forces and structural modes in corresponding directions.
However, cases D and E generate significantly larger peaks over broader
frequency ranges in the PSD graphs. In particular, case D where the rise time of
the entry phase cutting force is shortest gives the greatest magnitudes in the PSD
graphs. It is also evident that the frequency excitation range is notably larger for
case D, i.e. significant peaks are observable even at frequencies around 11.5 kHz.
Similar behaviour can be found in case E where the entry phase is slightly longer
than for case D but it is still shorter than for the other cases.

8.5 RMS versus ae and cutting edge geometry
As explained in 5.1, the root mean square value can be used to quantify the
vibrations of a dynamic system. In this research study, the RMS value of
acceleration was computed directly from the time domain using the expression
given in (31) followed by calculation of the total RMS value according to the
expression given in (32). The computed RMS value shows a strong dependency
on radial depth of cut, i.e. the entry phase, which is illustrated in Figure 57.

Figure 57. RMS as a function of radial depth of cut

Using these results, the cutting edge geometries with different radial depths of cut
are compared in Figure 58.
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Figure 58. Comparison between the cutting geometries

The RMS value of the workpiece acceleration is highly affected by the radial depth
of cut which is readily observable from Figure 57. The trend is largely independent
of cutting edge geometry. The results obtained indicate that entry conditions have
a strong impact on vibrational behaviour of the milling cutter. From Figure 58, it
is noticeable that the trends of RMS values generated by different cutting edge
geometries are dependent upon the radial depths of cut, i.e. CG1 gives the lowest
RMS value for case D while it is highest in case E.
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CLOSING CHAPTERS
9 Conclusions
9.1 Force build-up process
The force build-up process can be divided into three subphases. The first contact
point and development of the contact area between the cutting edge and the
workpiece are highly related to the design of the cutting edge and parameters such
as rake angle, chamfer width and chamfer angle. From studies of the first
subphase, it is evident that depending on the design of the cutting edge the contact
point can start at various distances from the tool tip and the contact area can
adopt different shapes. Such behaviour is shown in the geometrical analysis of the
contact area growth for the different cutting edge geometries. However, it is
difficult to quantify the effect of the first subphase from the cutting force
measurements. Further development of the contact area in the second subphase
exhibits almost linear growth independent of the design of the cutting edge.
However, it should be noted that the main cutting edge is a straight line with
constant inclination angle for all cutting edge geometries studied and this has a
direct impact on the contact area growth in the second subphase of entry.
Investigation of the third subphase indicates an increase of the rate of cutting
forces. This subphase is characterized by the nose radius region where chip load
area exhibits a different behaviour in comparison to the earlier subphases. For the
cutting edges studied in this work, chip load area grows from two directions in
the third subphase. Note that the increase of chip load area corresponds rather
well to the rate increase of the measured cutting forces. This effect can be seen
both on the tangential and feed force components. This indicates that cutting
force is proportional to the chip load area during the entry phase.
The influence of cutting edge geometry on cutting forces during entry phase was
analysed by extracting two parameters from the force measurements. The first
parameter used is the average force of the first transient cycle, while the second
parameter is the time to peak force during entry. These parameters give an
acceptable characterization of the magnitude of and the rise time of the cutting
force during entry.
In the case of low, 50 m/min and moderate, 150 m/min cutting speeds there is a
trend visible for both the magnitude and the rise time of the cutting force. The
greatest magnitude of the cutting force is obtained for the cutting geometry
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incorporating the largest chamfer with most negative chamfer angle. The time to
peak force for these cutting speeds is clearly shortest for the neutral geometry
where the effective rake angle is 0° without any protection chamfer. At high
cutting speed of 200 m/min the cutting force maintains this trend while the time
to peak force begins to deviate from the trend. This might be due to the limits on
the frequency range of the cutting force dynamometer and uncertainties of the
force measurements.
The force build-up process is dependent on the cutting edge geometry. The
contact point and growth of the chip load area is strongly related to the design of
cutting edge. The results of analytical work on the growth of chip load area are
confirmed by the trends captured in the force measurements. The influence of
the protection chamfer on the force magnitudes during entry is captured while
the effect of the increased rake angle is shown to be reduced a protection chamfer.
The time to peak force quantifies the period of the force build-up process which
is important for frequency range excitation and transient vibrations caused during
entry. It also demonstrates the effect of neutral geometry on the rise time of the
cutting forces.

9.2 Modelling of response to entry excitation
The model presented in this study consists of two main steps. Firstly, the cutting
forces were computed by a finite element model of the impact between the cutting
insert and the workpiece, followed by modelling the tool response using a
simplified structural model of the tool-workpiece system. The tool response was
then characterized by an objective function that incorporated the maximum
amplitude and static deflection.
Modelling results indicate that there seems to exist a transition range between 0°
and 10° rake angle separating the region of low tool deflection for high rake angles
and large tool deflection for negative rake angles. The rate of the objective
function is larger within the transition region proving the importance of rake
angle. The results obtained show that a negative rake angle gives rise to higher
cutting forces which eventually generates larger overshot during the entry phase.
As large and negative protection chamfers behave similar to negative rake angles,
the modelling results seem to show a similar trend as the experimental results
where the cutting forces during entry increase with large and negative protection
chamfers.
Modelling the influence of inclination angle gives some ambiguous and diverging
results suggesting that increase of inclination angle results in higher values of the
objective function.
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9.3 Critical engagement angle in face milling
The configuration of the tool geometry, i.e. pocket seat positioning and insert tool
geometry gives an effective cutting edge geometry. The geometrical properties of
the cutting edge affect the magnitude and rise time of the cutting forces during
entry. In the case of face milling; the radial depth of cut also influences the entry
conditions.
To quantify the effect of various radial depths of cut, the root mean square (RMS)
value of acceleration was measured on the workpiece. Analysis of acceleration
levels for different radial depths of cut show an important trend where the highest
RMS values are obtained for the situation where the entry phase occurs more or
less instantly. This trend is maintained regardless of the cutting edge geometries
used in this work. By examining the frequency spectrums obtained by frequency
analysis of the acceleration signals, it is evident that there is a significant difference
in the excitation of the workpiece-vice system which depends on radial depth of
cut. The largest frequency range is excited when the entry phase is shortest,
resulting in the highest RMS value. It can be concluded that cutting conditions
that cause instant entry and large frequency excitation ranges can be detected by
this method.
In practise, instant entry and large frequency band excitations can cause chipping
of cutting edges, sudden failure and high noise level. Such unfavourable radial
depth of cut can be expressed by critical engagement angle of face milling cutter.
The methodology introduced is shown to be an effective tool in revealing critical
engagement angle and might be applied to any cutting application where the aim
is to evaluate the influence of entry phase.

9.3.1 Cutting edge geometry versus radial depth of cut
Evaluation of the influence of radial depth of cut on entry conditions in milling
has been conducted using three different cutting edge geometries. These cutting
geometries differ on rake angle, width and angle of protection chamfer and edge
radius. While the trend of RMS values of acceleration as function of radial depth
of cut is readily observable for all cutting geometries, the influence of cutting
geometry on the computed RMS values seems to be dependent on the radial
depth of cut, i.e. the comparison of RMS values for different cutting geometries
gives different results depending on the radial depth of cut. This indicates the
importance of cutting tool selection and cutting conditions for a particular milling
application.
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10 Future work
The influence of cutting edge geometry and cutting conditions has been studied
using different parameters, including cutting forces, time to peak force, tool
deflection and root mean square value of workpiece acceleration. The
methodologies developed were also applied to different applications and
experiments. It would be useful to apply these methods on one specific
application, for instance in intermittent turning or face milling and compare the
outcomes of such a study.
Cutting force dynamometers are extremely powerful tools to explore the cutting
process but they are often frequency band-limited. Improvement of the existing
techniques to extend the frequency band of the measurement equipment and
development of novel approaches and devices is necessary to ensure accuracy of
the measurements. This is especially important for measurements of rapid
processes such as the entry phase in machining.
The modelling approach shown in this work is limited to a simplified cutting
geometry and one cutting direction. A complete description of cutting tool
geometry incorporating all design features of the cutting edge, and taking into
account all cutting directions is required for precise evaluation of cutting process.
Further investigations of local stiffness and damping properties in the cutting
zone are also needed to improve the results of the modelling.
The influence of cutting edge geometry has been investigated through the
combined effects of cutting edge features such as rake angle, protection chamfer
and angle of protection chamfer. It would be of interest to conduct larger
experimental studies where only one parameter is altered in order to explore the
effect of each parameter individually.
All experimental work has been conducted using ordinary steel, (ISO group P
material) as the workpiece. Cutting edge geometry has in general an enormous
impact on the tool performance in different workpiece materials. In that context,
it would be useful to explore the role of different workpiece materials during the
entry phase.
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